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The problem 
for the system 
is to derive a theory, including eigenvect or completeness, 
k 
(i) Tmxm= c AnVmnxm, O#x,EH,, m= 1 . ..k. 
m=l 
where Tm and v,, ar= self-adjoint operators on separable 
Vmn bounded, Sleeman imposes the definiteness conditions: 
spaces, with the 
(ii) Tm + 0 (i.e+, Tnr > al for some a > O), m = 1 m-m k; 
(iii) A= i a,A,%Uong(A)eH= & H,, 
?f=O m=l 
where the A, are operators formally defined by tensor determhants. Expression (iii) 
includes both left and right definiteness, conditions under which (i) is frequently 
studied, We point out, and, with a slight strengthening of (iii), correct errors in 
Sleeman’s andysis. We also make extensions, obviating the need for (ii) and giving 
expansion theorems for cases with discrete and continuous spectra. 
Recently various attempts have been made to extend some of Atkinson’s 
multiparameter spectral theory [ 1, Chap. 6-10) from finite to infinite 
dimensions. (Atkinson [ 1; Chap. 111 also treats compact problems in infinite 
dimensions, but under hypotheses umewhat different from those used here.) 
The problem considered by Sleeman [ 121 is to solve 
for the eigenpair (h, x@), where x0 = x1 @ l - - @ x, E H = o”,= 1 H, and the 
H, are separable Hilbert spaces, The boldface convention 1= (AI ,..., Rk) wiil 
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be used throughout. Self-adjointness of the operators T,,, and V,,, is imposed, 
together with boundedness of the V,,,, and certain definiteness conditions. . . 
One such condition is formally expressed as 
A=@ 
-T, V,, ... V,, 
: : 
-Tk V,, . . . V,, 
s 0. (1.2) 
Here A is a determinant expanded on decomposable tensors like x0 with 
x,,, E @(T,), and then extended to a suitable subspace of H-we shall 
discuss the explicit construction below. The 90 symbol means “strongly 
positive definite;” i.e. for some /I > 0 
(~3 A4 > P llxl12 Vx E @(A). (1.3) 
The inner product and norm in H are induced from those in the H,, 
m = I,...&-we are using the Hilbert tensor product here. Sleeman also 
assumes 
T,,, s 0, m= 1 . . . k. (1.4) 
The development of a spectral theory for bounded operators T,,, and V,, 
satisfying (1.2) has been carried out in various stages, the cases a,, = 1, 
(a i ,..., ak) = 0 (right definiteness) and a,, = 0 with (1.4) (left definiteness) 
providing useful stepping stones. The right definite case with bounded T,,, 
was analysed by Browne [ 51 and the corresponding case of (1.2) by 
Kiillstriim and Sleeman [lo]. Related treatments for unbounded T,,, have 
been given for Sturm-Liouville (differential) operators on compact intervals 
under right and left definiteness by Browne [4] and KHllstrijm and Sleeman 
[8], respectively. Extensions to more general abstract problems (including 
cases with continuous spectra) have been published for the right definite case 
by Browne [6] and for (1.2) with (1.4) by Sleeman [ 121. Recently Volkmer 
[ 131 has corrected an error in [6], and Binding [3] has provided a more 
direct analysis for the left definite problem with compact T;‘. 
It is the purpose of this article to note and, under slightly stronger 
conditions, to correct errors in [ 121. We also make some additions so as to 
include the corresponding case of Browne [ 61 and Volkmer [ 131. Sleeman’s 
analysis depends on rewriting (1.1) in terms of bounded operators as 
k 
x,= c &,T,1f2V,,,,T;1f2~m, O#x, E H,,,, m= 1 ... k (1.5) 
?I=1 
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but then (1.2) is available only in the positive definite form; i.e., /I = 0 in 
(1.3). This causes difficulties in the construction of the self-adjoint operators 
Tm on which the analysis depends. 
While it is possible that Sleeman’s analysis can be corrected within the 
setting of (1.5)-assuming (1.4) of course-we shall retain (1.1). This will 
enable us to use material from [3, 6, 10, and 131 as well. Although most of 
our work assumes (1.4) for simplicity, we shall demonstrate how to remove 
this assumption at the end. We shall also assume that self-adjoint operators 
rti can be constructed-we have not resolved the question of whether this 
assumption (discussed in detail in Section 5) can be removed. We shall show, 
however, that it is enough to assume that (1.2) is “stable” in the sense that, 
for some i5 > 0, 
We shall now briefly summarise the remaining sections. The basic 
construction of determinantal operators is given in Section 2. Section 3 
contains a critique of Sleeman’s definition of the r,, operators. In Section 4 
we introduce the completion HA of Q(d) in the inner product [ , ] defined by 
1x9 Y] = (& AY>* 
Such a construction is used in [ lo] for the bounded case, no completion 
being needed. We then define self-adjoint operators Tn on &-they serve the 
same purpose as in Sleeman’s analysis (and in most of the works cited 
earlier-cf. [ 1; Chap. 61). 
In Section 6 we use an approximation scheme to carry over commutativity 
of the & from the known bounded case [IO] to our unbounded situation. In 
Section 7 we demonstrate a relation between the spectra of the r,, and of 
(1, lfiagain the approximation scheme is empioyed. Section 8 contains the 
main conclusions, including completeness results for continuous and discrete 
spectra. Finally, the Appendix details amendments to cope with the case 
where (1.4) is dropped. 
2. TENSOR PRODUCT FORMULATION 
We shall briefly review the construction of determinantal operators, by 
now a standard tool in multiparameter theory. Fuller details may be found in 
[ 12; Sect. 11 and [ 11; pp. 302-3041. 
If Im is the identity on Hm, we define 
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on decomposable lements x@ = xi @ ... Ox, and extend it to a continuous 
self-adjoint linear operator on H. If E, is the resolution of the identity for 
T,,,, we similarly define the self-adjoint operators 
T;f,= 
1 O” J&#4, 
m= 1 ... k. (2-l) 
0 
It can be shown that 9 = n”,= i 9(7$) is dense in H. 
The operator determinant 
A= 
QO a, m.. ak 
-Tf fl’, . . . Vi, 
-Tk Vktl . . . Vitk 
(2.2) 
has the requisite commutativity properties between rows for it to be defined 
unambiguously on 9. We also define A, as the cofactor of a, in A, 
n=l . . . k. Evidently A, = det [ VL,,] is bounded and self-adjoint, and we let 
A Omn be the cofactor of fl,,, in this k x k determinant-these operators A, 
and Aomn are defined on all of H. 
Recalling E, from (2.1), we let 
k 
EM = n E:([O, Ml), M= 1, 2,.... 
m=l 
(2.3) 
It is easily shown that EM is an orthogonal projector converging strongly to 
I, the identity on H, as M + 00. 
Remark. Following Browne [6], Sleeman [12] defines a projector on 
Cartesian products of Bore1 sets. Our EM corresponds to Sleeman’s 
E(X:,l [0,-W). 
3. SLEEMAN'S CONSTRUCTION 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Sleeman proceeds from (1.4) rather 
than (1.1). He then constructs determinantal operators B and Q, 
corresponding to our A and A,, for n = 0 ... k-see [12, (2.5), (2.1)]. B is a 
bounded positive definite self-adjoint operator and induces an inner product 
( , > given by 
(x, Y> = (x, BY), x, y E H. 
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fi denotes the completion of H in this inner product. Sleeman’s analysis [ 12; 
Sect. 31 is based on the strong fi limit (as M-r co) of the operators 
y,(M) =B-‘&EM, (3.1) 
where EM is defined in (2.3). Unfortunately, the y,(M) may not be properly 
defined, as we shall now demonstrate by an example. 
Let k = 1 and suppress the subscript m. Let e,, e, ,... be an orthonormal 
basis for H and let 
Tej = jei, j = 1, 2,..., 
and 
v-lx = 2x + (j-9 4.A 
where 
f = ftJ j-'ej. 
j=l 
Note that 
(x9 v-w = 2(x,x) + IW)12 
> 2(x, x> - 6, x)(.6 f) = (2 - 7+W, 4. 
Thus V and V-’ are both bounded, self-adjoint and strongly positive 
definite-cf. ( 1.3). 
We take a0 = 1, a, = 0 so A = V and 
B = 0, = T-‘12 VT- 112, n, =I. 
(Here, and throughout this article, positive square roots will be taken of 
positive self-adjoint operators). Now suppose e, E @(B-l). Then 
Bg=e, for some g E H. 
Thus 
VT- 1’2g = e, , 
so 
T-‘/‘g= V-‘e=2e, +f: 
But f 6? g(T-‘j2), and we have a contradiction. 
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Since 0, = Z, it follows that B-‘$2, e, is not defined. But E’H is spanned 
by e, , so y,(l), as given by (3. l), does not exist. 
4. A NEW HILBERT SPACE 
From (2.2), d and d, are defined on G9 = ni= i @(TL) by the formulae 
A= i and,, A, = i: Gb’omn~ n = 1 . . . k. (4.1) 
n=o m=1 
The commutativity of Z$ and AOmn forces symmetry of A and A,. Thus 
A % 0 (1.2) implies that A has a self-adjoint extension a % 0 [ 7; Theorem 
X11.5.21. We then define our new space Hd as the linear space g(Ar’*) with 
the inner product [ , ] given by 
[x, y] = (Px, ivy). 
It follows from [2; Sect. 2.4.21 that Hd is a Hilbert space, and we shall in 
future reserve the notation G3(A”*) for the corresponding subspace of H, i.e., 
with inner product (, ). Except for the now standard notation [ , 1, we shall 
distinguish concepts in H, from those in H by means of the subscript A. In 
particular, -+ and +,, refer to convergence in H and Hd, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.1. A(@) is dense in H, and 3 is dense in HA. 
Proof. The first part follows from [3; Lemma 3.21. For the second part, 
suppose, for all x E .@, 0 = [z, x] = (z, Ax). From the first part, z = 0, so ~9 
is indeed dense in Hd . Q.E.D. 
At various points we shall require the following approximation scheme, 
based on the EM (2.3). We start with 
~=EMT:EM+z-EM, m= 1 . . . k, (4.2) 
which is easily shown to be bounded and self-adjoint on H. Moreover, 
c % 0 so (TE)- ’ is bounded-in fact the bound is independent of M. Now 
suppose a,,, # O-see (1.2). It will be convenient for us to make an eigenvalue 
transformation (if necessary) so that aN > 0. Now, for VA, on the main 
diagonal of A,, we set 
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and for all other vmH we take 
VM mn = EM vt,,E”, 
We then define dM as for d, but replacing flm and Vkn in (2.2) by c and 
V,, to obtain 
AM = EM AEM + a,(1 - EM). (4 3) l 
Again one easily verifies that dM is bounded, self-adjoint and strongly 
positive definite on H, so (AM)-’ is bounded, and moreover the bound is 
again uniform in M. We define dy analogously, and we observe that 
A;= EM A,EM + (I- EM) d,,. (4 4) l 
LEMMA 4.2. (Z-E)-‘-+ (T;)-’ and (AM)-’ -+A-’ strongly on H, 
m =: 1 ..s k+ 
ProoJ The argument is essentially that of [ 3; Lemma 4.1]* The main 
points are 
(i) ~$+fi~~andd~~-&for allxf% 
(ii) Uniform boundedness of (c)-l and (AM)-’ gives (c)-‘y -+ 
(T?)-‘y and (A”)-l m z-&‘zforyE flm(69)andzE&CS). 
(iii) c(g) and d(S?) are dense in H-see Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.3. It follows that 2 is the unique self-adjoint extension of A, 
i.e., A is essentially self-adjoint and d is the closure of A. 
5. THE OPERATORS rn 
We start by defining & as an operator in H,, with domain S, by 
From Lemma 4.1, TN is densely defined, while x, y E g imply 
so m is symmetric. Evidently & is bounded, and hence has a bounded self- 
adjoint extension fO to all of HA. It is an open question whether the 
assumptions o far guarantee that the other rn have self-adjuint extensions. 
Accordingly, we shall assume the following 
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CONDITION IY There exists a seFadjoint extension f,, of r,, for 
n= 1 .e- k. 
LEMMA 5.1. If (1.6) holds, then there exists an invertible aflne eigen- 
value transformation under which (1.1) satisfies IY 
Proof Pick linearly independent a’,..., ak satisfying 
a,A,+ i a::A,>O on FiJ, m = 1 -.- k. 
II=1 
Now define the affine eigenvalue transformation A+ X’ by 
I:,=a,+ i a:&. 
n=1 
The inverse coefficients /3, and 8,, are then defined by 
1, = i en,4 -P,, n= 1 a.. k, 
l=I 
m= 1 -.- k. 
We shall order the A:, so that 0 = det[e,,] > 0. Then 
T,-G = i 
( 
i en& + 8”) VG%t m=l...k 
n=l I=1 
so the transformed cofactors A;,,, and AL satisfy 
T; CT,- i PjV,j, A; = 2 (T;)+A;,,, n= 1 . ..k 
j=l I=1 
Thus x E g gives 
=e a,A,+ i aid,). 
m=l 
[x,I-Ax] = (x, A;x) > 0, n = 1 . . . k. 
The conclusion now follows from [7; Theorem XII.5.2]-cf. Section 4. 
Q.E.D. 
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We shall now consider the relationship between these conditions and other 
recent conditions in the literature. 
(i) Leff definiteness [8]. In this case a,, = 0 and Czzl andOm,, % 0 
for m = 1 -.a k. Since the A,,,,,” are bounded, (1.6) is evidently satisfied, and 
hence so is K This case, with compact T;‘, is treated in [3 ] by means of the 
operators B, = A ;‘A,. 
(ii) (1.2) with bounded T,,, [lo]. Again boundedness guarantees that 
the coefficients in (1.2) can be perturbed, so again (1.6) holds. 
(iii) Right d&ziteness [6]. In this case (1.2) is obviously satisfied, 
but (1.6) may fail. For example, let k = 1, let e,, e2,... be an orthonormal 
basis for H, and let 
T, ej = (-l)‘jej, j = 1, 2,... 
Then with Y, I = I,, the identity on H, , we have A, = I,, A, = T. Thus (l-2) 
holds itl’ a, > 0 = a1 so (1.6) fails. On the other hand, Volkmer [ 131 has 
shown that the r,, are essentially self-adjoint, so condition r certainly holds. 
In the remainder of this article, we shall extend Volkmer’s analysis to 
(1.2), assuming condition r. The additional work stems mainly from the fact 
that d^ may be unbounded. We shall require the bounded approximants ry = 
(AM)-’ A:-see (4.3) and (4.4). 
LEMMA 5.2. For each n = 0 . . . k, Tfx + T,x in H, Vx E ~3. 
Pro@ This follows directly from Lemma 4.2, uniform boundedness of 
(AM)-’ in M, and the fact that AFx+ A,x Vx E 9. Q.E.D. 
6. COMMUTATIVITY PROPERTIES 
In order to reduce our analysis to that of bounded operators, we shall 
make use of the resolvents 
P, = (i;, - iZJ-‘, Pr = (r; - iZ)-‘, n=O +.. k. 
Volkmer [ 131 has also used resolvents for the right definite problem. 
Because of the rather large number of operators we have now introduced, 
it is perhaps appropriate to summarise their properties and uses. Recall that 
g is dense in both H and Hd. i;l is defined in Hd, rf on H, and ryx --) f,,x 
(in H) Vx E @. P, is defined on Hd, and we shall establish that Pf is 
defined on H with Prx -+ P,,x (in H) Vx E @(A”2). The bounded 
multiparameter theory of [lo] applies to rf and our plan is to deduce 
properties about Pr , P, and f,, in turn. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Pf is bounded on H with )( PrjI Q 1, fir n = 0 .a. k. 
ProoJ Define the self-adjoint operator E on H by 
E= (,4”)-1’2df(/jM)-1’2. 
Then 
r; = (AM)- E(d”)l’* 
is similar to E, and hence has real spectrum. The conclusion now follows 
from [7; Corollary VII.3.31. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Prx -+ P,x as M-+ 03 for each x E @(A1’*) and 
n = 0 ... k. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, 
(rff-il)x+(f,-iI)x foreachxEgandn=O...k. 
Thus from Lemma 6.1, Py y + P, y for all y E 5%’ = (r,, - il)G-see 
Lemma 4.2 and [3; Lemma 4.11. It remains to prove that 5%’ is H-dense in 
g(al’*) and we shall in fact prove that &@ is dense in HA. 
Indeed, if for some y E H, and all x E .@ 
0 = [ y, (f, - il,)x] = [ (fn + iIA) y, x] 
then Lemma 4.1 gives (f” + iIA) y = 0. Since a@,,) E IR, we have y = 0 as 
required. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It follows that i;, is unique, and hence is the closure of r,, 
which must be essentially self-adjoint-cf. Remark 4.3. 
At this point we shall introduce the auxiliary system of k + 1 equations 
a,z,=zEH, 
n=O 
T;z,- 5 cnz,=O, m= 1 . . . k. 
PI=1 
(6.1) 
According to [9; Theorem 21, this system is soluble for zo,..., zk in terms of 
z, and in fact 
z,=ryz, n=O-.a k. (6.2) 
THEOREM 6.3. The operators f”, n = 0 a.* k, are pairwise commutative 
on HA. 
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ProoJ From (6.2) and [ 10; Theorem I], the rr are pairwise 
commutative on H, and so 
P”PMx = P”pMX n m m n 3 VxEH. 
Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 permit us to pass to the limit in M. at least for 
x E GqP2). Q.E.D. 
This result, together with Lemma 5.1, allows us to use PrugoveEki’s 
construction [ 11; pp. 269-2821 of the product S of the spectral measures of 
thef”,,n=O .a. k. We give a formal statement. 
COROLLARY 6.4. The operators f,, , n = 0 . . . k, admit a common 
resolution of the identity in the sense that a spectral measure S exists, with 
support cT s Rk+‘, such that x = J-, S(dp)x for each x E HA and [ y, fnx] = 
(, a[ y, S(dp)x] for each x E %i(r,) and y E HA, where p = (u,,,...,,~~). 
7. SPECTRAL EQUIVALENCE 
We shall now relate the spectrum u of Corollary 6.4 to the original 
problem (1.1). The following lemma will be needed. 
LEMMA 7.1. 
T;j;,ll= i V;,Ll,, onHA, 
n=, 
where IZ= nf=, P,, l7, =l7i + I-If=,,,,,, P, and P, is the resohent 
(fl - i1) -- I. 
Proof: Let lZ”=l’J~=,P~, 17~=ZI”i+n,=l,,..P~ and z=fl”h, 
where h E @(A’/*). We now solve (6.1) in the form (6.2), and making use of 
Theorem 6.3 we obtain 
so 
z =r”ITMh 0 0 9 z, = l7:h, n= 1 ... k, 
l-fn”h = (c)-l 2 V&LJ;h, m= 1 . . . k, (7.1) 
n=1 
follows from (6.1). The uniform boundedness and strong convergence 
properties of the operators in (7.1~see Lemmas 5.2, 6.1, and 
Corollary 6.2-ensure that we may pass to the limit in M, giving 
The required result now follows directly. Q.E.D. 
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It will be convenient for us to use the notation 2 for the spectrum of (1.1); 
i.e., 
5EZoOE h u T,,, 
m=l 
- ‘i i”Y,“). 
It=1 
The principal result of this section is now the following. 
THEOREM 7.2. If 3, = (12 l,...,l,)EE then IZ=a,+Ck,=,a,&#O and 
#I-‘(1,X)Eu. c onversely, if (A,, a) E u with 1, # 0 then ,I; ‘A E Z. 
Proof. If 1 E Z then 3fN E H,, m = 1 a. a k, j = 1,2 ,... such that 
T;f-y- i L,V:,f+O in Hasj-t co, (7.2) 
II=1 
fj@=f&-Of,+0 in H. (7.3) 
Thus 
(4 - AA)f? -, 0. (7.4) 
Multiplying (7.3) by aA and summing, we reach 
(A - M,) f,@ --t 0. (7.5) 
Nowf,, E @(T,) so f,! E ~9 E Hd . Thus we obtain 
(‘A - nt3,>f,” -‘A o and ff?+A o (7.6) 
from (7.5) and (7.3), respectively. Further, if L = 0 then (7.5) contradicts 
(7.3), so indeed A # 0 and A-’ E cr(fO) now follows from (7.6). Then (7.4) 
and (7.5) yield 
(A, - 1- ‘1, A) f,@ --t 0, 
and so indeed A- ‘1, E u@:,), n = 1 . . . k. 
Conversely, suppose 
pttfj - nnfj -+A O, f,+A’ as j+co,n=O-es k. (7.7) 
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Then 
(fn - iI))f, - (A, - i)fi +d 0, n = 1 ..a k. 
Since I=” is self-adjoint, (1 P,,xll,, 4 (Ix(ld for each x E HA, so 
pnf/ - (an - i>-‘f/ +A 0, n = 1 .a. k. 
We deduce from Theorem 6.3, in the notation of Lemma 7.1, that 
HA- fi (A,-i)-‘f/-+Ao, l7,fi - A, fi (A1 - i)-‘A --bd 0, n= 1 . . . k. 
I=1 I=1 
Since HA-convergence implies H-convergence, Lemma 7.1, (7.7) and ;2, # 0 
yield 
m= 1 . . . k, (7.8) 
where 
(7.9) 
We cannot yet conclude 1;‘1 E: C because gj + 0 in H is possible despite 
(7.7). Accordingly we shall complete the proof by contradiction. Suppose, 
then, that 
for some m, so (7.8) gives gj + 0 in H. Thus TL gj + 0 and gj E g so 
IIi?jll,i=(gj9&j)= i i %(&mn&Tj9Cgj)~o asj-rco. 
n=O m=l 
But then (7.9) gives4 -td 0, contradicting (7.7). Q.E.D. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
Theorem 7.2 essentially states that, up to unique scaling factors, X 
coincides with o\o,, where o. consists of elements of CJ of the form (0,1) 
with 3, = (2 1 ,..., A,). Specifically, let us define 
P(1)=1-‘(1,5), where A = a,+ i a,&. (8-l) 
“=I 
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Then Corollary 6.4 shows that lm(rjuoo S(dp) provides a resolution for the 
identity on H,, . 
In order to remove CJ,,  which has nothing to do with (1. l), we define 
K,=H,nKerd, 
as a subspace of HAa 
LEMMA 8.1. I,, S(&) H, = Kd . 
Proof. From Corollary 6.4, 
PLl,x= poS(dp)x I and x = S(dp)x, (I I (I 
for each x E HA. Thus 
XE S(dp)HA&-‘d,,x= 
I I 
pu,s(d,ii jx = 0 
00 00 
and so x E K,. Conversely, if x E HA then 
Now if xEK, then f,,x=O so 
so 





We can therefore state that (s(zj S(dp) provides a resolution for the 
identity on Ki. This can be viewed as a generalised eigenvector expansion 
for the case when some or all of the T,,, have continuous spectra. In the right 
definite case, where (T,, = 0 and K, = HA is homeomorphic (and even 
isomorphic) to H, such a result has been given by Browne [6] and Volkmer 
[ 131. The case of bounded T,,, satisfying (1.2) has been discussed along 
similar lines by Killlstrom and Sleeman [lo]. 
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Turning now to point spectra, we define ‘cP as the set of eigentuples k for 
(1.1) and 0, as the set of atoms of S. 
THEOREM 8.2. In the notation (8. l), p(ZJ = o,\oo. In fact r (1.1) holds 
then ~o~o=~-lx* and T,p@=A-‘A,#, n = 1 l .0 k, where x0= 
x, @ l ** @ Xk. Conversely, if (A0 ,I) E o,\oO thera q-l&, A) = LO % E C, . 
arOof. This is almost as fur Theorem 7.2, but using constant sequences 
fl, 4 and gj instead. Q.E.D. 
The correspondence of eigenvectors is not exact here. While Theorem 8.2 
shows that a solution of (1.1) does generate a common eigenvector x0 of the 
&, common eigenvectors of the fn are not in general decomposable and 
need not generate solutions of (1.1) directly. Nevertheless, a result of Browne 
[6; Lemma 51 gives 
and this shows that enough decomposable igenvectors do exist to span the 
appropriate eigenspace. We close with a corresponding completeness 
statement for a case where C = ZP and the eigenspaces in (8.2) are -finite 
dimensional. A version without assumption (1.4) is given in the Appendix. 
COROLLARY 8.3. If T;’ is compact for m = 1 l I* k then C = L, and 
P@p) = op\a, = O\%* The eigenvalues 3t of (1.1) are real of finite 
multiplicity and accumulate at no finite point. A complete orthonormal basis 
for Ki may be constructed from elements of the form x0, where x, are eigen- 
vectors for ( 1.1). 
Proof. The fact that C = ZP is established by Sfeeman [ 12; Sect. 41. 
Theorems 7.2 and 8.2 then give q(ZJ = aP\aO = ~\a,, and with the aid of 
Lemma 8.1 we obtain completeness and orthogonality of the eigenspaces in 
Ki, Sleeman [ 12; Sect. 43 establishes the second sentence of our claim, and 
the existence of orthonormal bases of eigenvectors within eigenspaces now 
follows from Atkinson’s finite dimensional arguments [I ; Theorem 7.6.11. 
Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
We shall now show how to remuve the assumption (1.4). Must of the 
changes required are minor: in (2.1) and (2.3), 0 is replaced by --a and 
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-M, respectively. We no longer claim that YI$ (4.2) is strongly positive, nor 
even invertible. Thus the statement 
(Tt)-’ + (Tt,)-’ strongly in H (Al) 
of Lemma 4.2 must be omitted. (Al) is used only in passing to the limit in 
(7.1) and may be replaced as follows. 
We define the resolvents R, = (TA - iI)-’ and Rfj = (TE - il>-’ on H. 
Since Tg is self-adjoint, llREj[ < l-cf. Lemma 6.1. Noting that 
T$x+ TAX, VxEG3, 
we may use the argument of Corollary 6.2 to establish that 
RE + R, strongly in H, w 
which is the appropriate analogue of (Al). We then use (A2) when passing 
to the limit in 
which is the appropriate analogue of (7.1). 
Finally, it is appropriate to replace compactness of T; ’ in Corollary 8.3 
by compactness of R, ; i.e., we assume that the T,,, have compact resolvents. 
The proof is similar-note that (1.1) is equivalent o x, = Cmxm, where 
C, = R, ( i A,, V,,,, - iI,,,) 
It=1 
and C, is compact. 
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